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GLOBAL LEADERS. PHILLY STUDENTS. ENTREPRENEURS, TEACHERS, AND CITIZEN DIPLOMATS. FOR 75 YEARS, THEY'VE SHARED STORIES AND EXCHANGED IDEAS AT WORLD AFFAIRS.

TODAY YOU’RE INVITED TO LEARN... AND TO DISCUSS. TO EXPLORE... AND TO HOST. YOU’RE INVITED TO MEET NEW PEOPLE AND FIND NEW VIEWPOINTS THAT WILL EXPAND THE WAY YOU EXPERIENCE PHILADELPHIA AND THE WORLD.

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

World Affairs is where leaders, journalists, artists, and scientists come to speak. It’s also where they come to listen.

Attend a program and be part of public diplomacy, exploring viewpoints on today’s most important issues.

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS

Trade best practices with foreign professional peers and gain cross-cultural competency in skills that advance your career.

Join conversations—and networks—with movers, thinkers, and innovators from around the globe.

YOUTH PROGRAMS

The next generation of global citizens and leaders is rising in Philadelphia today. Their journey starts here.

Bring the world to your school with interactive conferences, exchange programs, and other exciting experiences that spark debate, discourse, and new perspectives on global and local issues.

TRAVEL PROGRAMS

Live and learn the world’s locales and cultures firsthand with guidance from top experts.

With unique experiences curated and supported by World Affairs staff, you will depart prepared—and return as an insider.

WWW.WACPHILA.ORG